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slammed into a tree. Fortunately, the pilot sustained only minor injuries. He reported there were no pre-existing mechanical problems or deficiencies with the ... 
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flight advisor Troubled Takeoffs and Lousy Landings Recent accidents reveal a need for review ROBER T N. R OS SIE R



T



akeoffs and landings continue to be the phase of ﬂight wherein most accidents occur. While many of these accidents involve bouncing, porpoising, or loss of directional control, there is seemingly no end to the things that can go wrong at the beginning or end of a ﬂight. This month we take a look at some recent accidents and review the lessons learned in each.
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Coming Up Short It was a breezy October afternoon in 2006 when the pilot of a Cessna 182RG was engaged in ﬁnal preparations for his commercial pilot checkride. Winds in the area were reported as 240 at 12 gusting 20, and the pilot was practicing short-ﬁeld landings to Runway 24 under the tutelage of his ﬂight instructor. Unfortunately, the pilot came up short on one landing, contacting the ground 10 feet before reaching the threshold. The wheels struck the “lip” of the runway, the aircraft bounced, and then it landed very hard. Although the two pilots were uninjured, the aircraft suffered substantial damage to the ﬁrewall. This incident highlights the importance of taking reasonable and appropriate precautions when conducting training maneuvers. When conducting short-ﬁeld landing practice, it is wise to choose a point on the runway to be designated as the “approach end” of the runway. By doing so, a landing that comes up “short” will still end up on the runway. This can be especially important in gusty conditions when the aircraft could encounter wind shear and gusts.



New Airplane, Old Technique Some runways are more difﬁcult to negotiate than others and at times require the application of some special techniques. Such was the case for the 196-hour pilot of a Grumman Cheetah who would regularly land on the rolling terrain of his airport in Nokesville, Virginia. His technique was to touch down on an upslope section of the runway, become brieﬂy airborne as he crested the ﬁrst rise, and then touch down again on the following downslope section of the runway. According to the pilot’s statements to investigators, he had made this type of landing many times in the 2,400-pound Cheetah. However, the situation was different with the new EAA Sport Aviation
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1,500-pound RV-6A he had recently completed. The pilot had accumulated only seven hours of ﬂight time in the RV, and it still held some surprises for him. It was his ﬁrst landing at his home airport, and the winds at a nearby airport were reported as from 030 at 11 gusting 14 knots. The pilot closed the throttle as he touched down on the upslope portion of the runway, but to his dismay, the aircraft ﬂew much higher after cresting the rise. While airborne, a strong crosswind blew the aircraft off the runway, where it touched down and slammed into a tree. Fortunately, the pilot sustained only minor injuries. He reported there were no pre-existing mechanical problems or deﬁciencies with the aircraft. One lesson we can learn from this report is the importance of gaining experience in a homebuilt aircraft. Quite often, these aircraft have handling characteristics that differ signiﬁcantly from the aircraft we are accustomed to ﬂying. In hindsight, it would have been a good idea for the pilot to gain more experience with the new aircraft prior to facing the challenge of an undulating runway. Perhaps more importantly, it would have been wise to attempt the ﬁrst landing at that airport in calm wind conditions.



Too Many Variables The process of landing is one of seemingly inﬁnite variables. Sometimes, while correcting for one out-of-limits factor, other factors escape our attention or deviate from the norm. By limiting the number of variables with which we must contend, the process of landing the aircraft can be greatly simpliﬁed. To this end, pilots are encouraged to ﬂy a stabilized approach to landing. This means having the aircraft properly conﬁgured, at the correct airspeed, and following the proper glidepath to the touchdown point. The FAA recommends that for a visual ﬂight rules ﬂight, the aircraft 92
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The FAA recommends that for a visual flight rules flight, the aircraft be stabilized no lower than 500 feet above ground level (AGL). For an instrument flight rules flight, it is recommended that the approach be stabilized no lower than 1,000 feet AGL. be stabilized no lower than 500 feet above ground level (AGL). For an instrument ﬂight rules ﬂight, it is recommended that the approach be stabilized no lower than 1,000 feet AGL. If the approach is not stabilized, the pilot should initiate a go-around. While the pilot in this next accident report realized his approach was not stabilized, he continued to make last-minute adjustments rather than initiate a goaround. While on ﬁnal approach for a landing in Pontiac, Michigan, the pilot of a Beech B19 noticed that he was “higher than normal and a little fast.” To correct for the situation, the pilot added full ﬂaps and slowed to the proper airspeed. However, he then noticed that his descent rate had increased. Rather than go around, the pilot continued the landing approach, increasing power to arrest the descent. In the landing ﬂare, the pilot reports that “the nose dropped, and hit the runway ﬁrst, and ballooned the aircraft back into the air quite abruptly.” The nose then dropped, breaking off the nose gear as it struck the pavement, striking the prop on the pavement and stopping the engine. The pilot and his passenger were uninjured, but the aircraft was substantially damaged. In his report to investigators, the pilot said the accident could have been prevented if he had gone around after noticing EAA Sport Aviation
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flight advisor he was not on a stabilized approach.



Out of Limits, and Luck! The private pilot of a Cherokee was attempting a takeoff from Auburn Municipal Airport in Auburn, California, with two passengers aboard. Headed for Santa Ynez, California, the ﬂight hadn’t gotten too far when the situation took a terrible turn. According to the report, the pilot was departing Runway 7 and rotated the nose at a speed of 65 knots. Witnesses to the attempted departure said they saw the aircraft with its wheels still on the ground as it neared the departure end of the runway. It is unclear from the report how much altitude the aircraft gained, but the pilot reports that a departure stall developed, and he was unable to maintain control. The aircraft hit the ground and then plunged into the fast-moving waters of a canal. The pilot and passengers escaped the sinking wreckage with only minor injuries. The report states that the aircraft had been loaded 150 pounds over its maximum gross weight, which was undoubtedly a factor in the accident. It is unclear whether the weight and
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balance was within limits, which also could have contributed to such a situation. These issues aside, the pilot also continued the takeoff beyond the point where an aborted takeoff could be accomplished. As part of normal preﬂight planning, it is important to know what the takeoff distance should be for the departure, and to pick an abort point before which the aircraft can be safely stopped if it has not yet lifted off. If a runway is not long enough to allow acceleration to the required takeoff speed, and then brake to a stop on the remaining runway length, we should think long and hard about attempting takeoff. Another rule of thumb for departure is that the aircraft should reach 70 percent of takeoff speed by the time it reaches the midpoint of the runway. If not, then the takeoff should be aborted.



A Stacked Deck In this ﬁnal report, the pilot had surely stacked the deck against himself. From the accident report, it is completely unclear why the pilot made the decision to ﬂy at all. The pilot had completed his most recent ﬂight review roughly 10 years prior



to the ﬂight. His certiﬁcate had been suspended in November 1996, less than ﬁve months after receiving his most recent FAA medical. Although he was not a certiﬁcated mechanic, he stated that he performed all the maintenance on his Bellanca BL-1730 himself. Apparently the aircraft had been fueled with auto fuel, despite the fact that the aircraft did not have an STC for such.



As part of normal preflight planning, it is important to know what the takeoff distance should be for the departure, and to pick an abort point before which the aircraft can be safely stopped if it has not yet lifted off. On November 13, 2006, at about 10:30 a.m., the pilot departed Palm Beach County Park Airport in Lantana, Florida, on what would



roughly be a 30-minute ﬂight. He had preﬂighted the aircraft and departed Runway 33, making a closed circuit back to a landing on 33. He taxied back to the departure end of the runway and departed once again. He climbed to 800 feet, then turned west, and ﬂew about 5 miles before turning back east toward the airport. He entered the pattern again for Runway 33, ﬂying downwind, and base, and then turning ﬁnal. At that time the engine quit. He switched fuel tanks and attempted to restart the engine, but it wouldn’t run, and so he focused his attention on ﬂying the aircraft. On the descent, the aircraft smashed through trees, sliced through power lines, and tore one wheel off on the roof of a house. Although the aircraft sustained substantial damage, the pilot received only minor injuries. An FAA inspector examined the wreckage and found no problems with the fuel, electrical, or induction systems. About a cup of auto fuel was found in the right tank, and the left tank was empty. They say any landing you can walk away from is a good one, but in this case, the pilot should never have even left the ground. Robert N. Rossier has been ﬂying for more than 30 years. A former aerospace engineer and ﬂight school manager in Colorado, he spent 12 years ﬂying for a small airline/charter service in the northeast, serving as chief pilot and check airman. He has been writing for the aviation industry for nearly 20 years, and was the recipient of a 2001 Aerospace Journalist of the Year Award.
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Takeoffs & Landings Refresher 

Most all aircraft have an FAA approved pilot's operating handbook. Depending upon the ... They are those evil left turning tendencies. Let's look at each and see ...
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flight advisor Transponder Malfunctions 

from Bendix/King, Garmin, and Narco have eliminated this weak link component with solid-state designs. Communicate, Communicate, Communicate.
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Return to Flight 

engine outlet to the ends of the pipes. Look for ... will assure there is no hidden damage to the tube in the tire. ... On planes with rubber shock absorber donuts.
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EAA Flight Advisor: Test Flight Danger Zone 

Cessna 206, 207, and 210 models are susceptible to inter- ... filled elevator trim tabs in such Cessna series airplanes. .... manual or other manufacturer.
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Return to Flight 

el the hangar door out of ice to go flying. Regard- ... When is the last time you actually ... This first preflight after a period of dormancy is the right .... age corrected.
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EAA Flight Advisor: Test Flight Danger Zone 

Pilots making any type of test flight have a lot to think about. ... some combination of aerodynamic inputs, mass (weight) distribution ... like an aileron, elevator, or even a trim tab can result in .... Title 14 CFR, part 23, Â§23.629, Flutter), th
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EAA Flight Advisor: Taxi Tests 

Taxi tests serve a number of purposes criti- cal to the evaluation of our aircraft, including basic ground handling, braking, control effectiveness, trim settings, and.
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flight advisor Carburetor Icing Prevention 

There were 212 accidents attributed ... rgAdvisoryCircular.nsf/0/451296DBDF212C81862569E70. 077C8F9? ... AOPA.org/asf/publications/sa11.pdf.
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EAA Flight Advisor: Fine-Tune Fueling 

aviation airports is periodically cal- ibrated, so it is usually ... cal format will allow you to view the cross section of your ... Call for a free info pack! 1928 Stearman ...
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Flight Advisor: Tri-Gear or Tail Wheel 

barbecue, or land on a 1,000-foot gravel bar in their favor- ite trout fishing river. This is the world of flying that is available to the tailwheel pilot, and some of the ...
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EAA Flight Advisor: Putting Out the Flames 

paints, lacquers, and flammable gases. These types of fires require extinguishing agents that use a blanketing effect to â€œsmotherâ€� the fire. Fires that occur in ...
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EAA Flight Advisor: Putting Out the Flames 

sense would suggest a fire extinguisher should be standard equipment in every ... The second type, a water extinguisher, uses water and compressed gas and.
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EAA Flight Advisor: The Envelope, Please 

The Envelope, Please. Knowing how the flight envelope is formed will help you stay inside. H.C. â€œSkipâ€� Smith. Test pilots are famous for â€œpush- ing the envelope.
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Aborted Takeoffs 

and fly past the safety of the runway with ... The most obvious safety requirement for transport airplanes that ... A key part of the briefing is to list the possi- ble bad ...
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Flight measurements of the elevator deflections used in landings of 

Three point mild, partial power. Three point mild, partlal power power in approach, power Cut. Just before contact point mild, partial power. f i r s t , bounced ...
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Forced Landings 

land straight ahead, maneuvering just enough to avoid obstacles. Let us discuss the Forced Landing Pattern for a typi- cal two-seat light trainer, and then we'll ...
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EAA Flight Advisor: Is Your Airspeed Indicator Honest? 

Repeat this procedure for the entire range of airspeeds normally flown. When com- pleted, turn 180 degrees, and repeat the entire procedure in the opposite ...
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EAA Flight Advisor: Is Your Airspeed Indicator Honest? 

A few attempts should result in a pretty good determination of how the wind is blowing. Now you can begin the actual test. Fly into the wind at a specific IAS value ...
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Forced Landings 

Let's assume you have a ship whose altitude should be those given in our example Forced Landing Pattern. What happens if we pick a field right under us, and ...
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Gear-up Landings 

the pilot's statement to the National. Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), he ... tongue-in-cheek comment reminds us that unintended gear-up landings are ...
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Good Approaches, Good Landings 

someone will say, "Yeah, but if you fly that kind of an .... Then, let's say rather than being at the usual speed on .... say the student and/or pilot should be taught to ...
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Knowledge Advisor 

Jan 19, 2009 - if ( Bulb_Height / Bulb_Diameter ) > 1.7. {. Glass_Bulb\Radius_Bulb = Bulb_Height / (2*1.7). Bulb_Ratio = 1.7. Message ("The Ratio has ...
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Jan 19, 2009 - Students attending this course should have knowledge of CATIA V5 ..... The Publication command is available in Assembly Design and Part ...
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Jan 19, 2009 - Types available in the â€œFilter Typeâ€� list are the types of parameters found in the current selection. you can make a query per name â€¦or per type:.
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